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Testing Overview

This test plan addresses the test runs and cases constructed to verify the correct installation of this release. Since there are no functional changes in the release, the test plan will only verify that the new versions of objects have been installed.

It includes the following processes:

- ILOK Screen Verification

Test Plan

LOADCTL: Control Table (CTL) Initial Load

Description

This job loads the DB2 CTL database.

Verification

Verify that the job has completed normally. Verify that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.

LOADEDDB: Employee Data Base (EDB) Load

Description

This job loads the EDB database.

Verification

Verify that the job has completed normally. Verify that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.

Online Test Plan

History Inquiry (ILOK)

- Log On to CICS
- Enter ILOK in the Next Func and Hit Enter
- Verify Far Left hand Corner Should match PPILOK0-I1993